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STATE OF ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION

Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois )
) ICC Docket No. 11-0279

Proposed General Increase in Electric Delivery )
Service Rates . )

) consolidated with
Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois )

) ICC Docket No. 11-0282
Proposed General Increase in Natural Gas Rates. )

DRAFT PROPOSED ORDER OF THE RETAIL GAS SUPPLIERS

The Retail Gas Suppliers (“RGS”), consisting of Interstate Gas Supply of Illinois, Inc.

(“IGS”) and Dominion Retail, Inc. (“Dominion”), by and through its attorneys, DLA Piper LLP 

(US), pursuant to Section 200.810 of the Rules of Practice of the Illinois Commerce Commission 

(“Commission”) (83 Ill. Admin. Code 200.810), respectfully submits its Draft Proposed Order in 

the instant proceeding addressing the proposed general increase in gas rates of Ameren Illinois 

Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois (“Ameren”).

IX.

PROPOSED SMALL VOLUME TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM

RGS observes that Ameren’s residential natural gas customers are the last of the major 

energy utility customer groups to not have the option of choosing their supplier and benefitting 

from supply choice.  (See, e.g., RGS Initial Brief at 5-6.)  RGS argues that both fairness and the 

Commission’s strong policy favoring access to competitive markets dictates in favor of 

implementation of a mass market natural gas choice program in Ameren’s service territory to 

allow residential natural gas customers access to the competitive market.  (See id. at 4-6; RGS 

Reply Brief at 6-10.)  As RGS points out, it is paradoxical that an Ameren residential customer 

can choose to take service from an alternative retail electric supplier -- and take advantage of the 
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benefits of a Commission-approved Purchase of Receivables program and a Commission-

published price-to-compare -- but has no alternatives for natural gas supply.  (See RGS Initial 

Brief at 5-6.)

To facilitate development and implementation of the competitive program, RGS proposes 

that the Commission initiate a collaborative workshop process, open to all interested 

stakeholders, to develop tariffs for a mass market natural gas choice program to be approved by 

the Commission.  (See id. at 8-9; RGS Reply Brief at 1-2, 5, 15-16.)  RGS requests that the 

collaborative workshop process begin no later than one month after the Commission’s Final 

Order, last no longer than six months, and result in the filing of a tariff with the Commission 

within 45 days after the workshop process concludes.  (See, e.g., RGS Initial Brief at 19; RGS 

Reply Brief at 5, 16.)  RGS emphasizes that the collaborative workshop process should focus on 

operational development of a mass market natural gas choice program consistent with the 

framework (and, for certain aspects, specific details) set out by RGS expert witness James L. 

Crist in testimony, noting that no other party presented an alternative mass market natural gas 

choice program structure.  (See RGS Initial Brief at 10-12; RGS Reply Brief at 6-10.)  RGS 

recommends that within 45 days of the conclusion of the collaborative workshop process, 

Ameren should file a mass market natural gas choice program tariff based on the results of the 

workshops, which tariff would be subject to the Commission’s normal tariff approval process.  

(See RGS Initial Brief at 9-10; RGS Reply Brief at 5, 16.)

A. The Record Evidence And Party Positions

RGS proposes a workshop process to develop and implement a mass market natural gas 

choice program in Ameren’s service territory.  In support of its proposal, RGS provided record 

evidence regarding the benefits of customer choice.  RGS also provided expert testimony and 
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detailed documentation regarding the components of a successful choice program.  RGS notes 

the support for its proposal from the Illinois Competitive Energy Association (“ICEA”), as well

as statements in favor of a well-designed customer choice program and a workshop process from 

CUB.  RGS also discusses the views of Staff and Ameren regarding the workshop proposal and 

provides record evidence and argument in rebuttal to the views expressed by Staff and Ameren.

1. The Benefits Of Customer Choice

RGS summarizes the voluminous evidence in the record supporting its recommendation.  

RGS witness Mr. Crist provided an extensive discussion of the benefits of competition to all 

stakeholders, including consumers and Ameren itself.  (See, e.g., RGS Ex. 1.0C at 8:162-15:338, 

19:422-21:466; RGS Ex. 2.0C at 6:118-132, 9:206-12:316, 16:395-17:418; RGS Ex. 2.1.)  RGS 

specifically addresses Staff’s assertion that: “RGS failed to show that customers are better off 

with a SVT [mass market natural gas customer choice] program.”  (Staff Initial Brief at 176.)  

Staff also contended that: “In Staff’s view, the record in this proceeding does not support a 

finding regarding the benefits of a SVT program.” (Id. at 177.)  RGS explains that Staff’s 

position incorrectly suggests that the Commission would be looking into expanding customer 

choice for the first time.  (See RGS Reply Brief at 6.)  As RGS notes, Staff witness Dr. Rearden 

recognized, the Commission repeatedly has adopted policies to expand customer choice without 

requiring empirical proof of the benefits of choice.  (See id. at 6, citing Tr. 611:9-13.)  RGS notes 

that RGS witness Mr. Crist, in his rebuttal testimony, specifically addressed the criticism raise in 

Staff’s in its direct testimony that the record lacked sufficient “empirical” evidence of the 

benefits of choice in its Initial Brief.  (See RGS Initial Brief at 13-14; ICEA Initial Brief 

(Revised) at 3 (“[Ameren’s] concerns have been fully addressed in Mr. Crist’s testimony”).)
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RGS further points out that both RGS and ICEA provided extensive citations to the 

record evidence supporting the well-recognized customer benefits of choice -- some of which 

Staff itself acknowledged.  (See RGS Initial Brief at 3-5, 7, 13-14; ICEA Initial Brief (Revised) 

at 3-5; Staff Ex. 34.0 at 3:62-65 (Staff witness Dr. Rearden acknowledging benefits of 

competition); Tr. 612:7-613:7 (same).)  RGS further explains Dr. Rearden’s acknowledgment of 

other Illinois utility territories that have mass market natural gas competition, where the 

programs have expanded and amount of customer participation has remained strong.  (Tr. 611:9-

22.)  As RGS points out, even CUB declared that “CUB agrees with Mr. Crist that ‘[a] properly 

designed choice program benefits all stakeholders.’”  (CUB Initial Brief at 2 (internal citation 

omitted).)  Thus, according to RGS, the record contains more than sufficient evidence describing 

the benefits of a mass market natural gas choice program.

2. The Components Of A Successful Choice Program

RGS witness Mr. Crist also detailed the four “primary elements” necessary for 

“successful competitive markets”: (1) Utility support; (2) Purchase of Receivables; (3) Fair 

allocation of commodity-related costs; and (4) A properly-adjusted price-to-compare.  (RGS Ex. 

1.0C at 25:573-578.)  Mr. Crist explained in detail the reasons those primary elements are 

necessary for a successful competitive market.  (See, e.g., id. at 8:162-15:338, 19:422-21:466 

(customer benefits); RGS Ex. 2.0C at 6:118-132, 9:206-12:316, 16:395-17:418 (same); RGS Ex. 

2.1 (same); Tr. 299:1-300:5, 300:14-19, 304:2-304:25, 307:7-308:21, 309:8-13, 310:15-312:3, 

313:11-314:1, 323:11-18, 341:18-342:8 (same); RGS Ex. 1.0C at 26:589-27:619 (utility 

support); RGS Ex. 2.0C at 4:82-5:112 (same); Tr. 315:18-317:17 (same) RGS Ex. 1.0C at 

27:623-31:714 (fair allocation of commodity-related costs); RGS Ex. 2.0C at 15:380-393, 

17:420-18:449 (same); RGS Ex. 2.3 (same); Tr. 320:20-321:5 (same); RGS Ex. 1.0C at 32:719-
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47:1095 (Purchase of Receivables); RGS Ex. 2.0C at 18:451-20:483 (same) Tr. 317:18-319:3, 

321:6-322:20 (same); RGS Ex. 1.0C at 47:1099-49:1141 (price-to-compare); RGS Ex. 2.0C at 

20:485-496 (same).)  Mr. Crist also provided documents outlining in some detail the operational 

specifics associated with RGS’s proposals; RGS notes that those documents would provide a 

reasonable starting-point for the workshop process.  (See, e.g., RGS Ex. 2.2 and 2.3; RGS Initial 

Brief at 15; RGS Reply Brief at 9-10.)  

RGS notes that the ICEA joins in RGS’s recommendations, based on the evidence 

provided by RGS.  (See ICEA Initial Brief (Revised) at 2, 4-5.)  ICEA represents the interests of 

a number of alternative energy suppliers engaged in the existing natural gas and electric

competitive programs in Illinois and in other states.  (See ICEA Petition to Intervene, Filed 

August 29, 2011; ICEA Initial Brief (Revised) at 1.)  RGS makes the point that ICEA’s support 

of RGS’s proposal demonstrates a consensus in the supplier community that a mass market 

natural gas competitive program in Ameren’s service territory is viable and desirable.  (See RGS 

Reply Brief at 2.)

RGS also points out that although certain parties did raise concerns about execution of 

individual elements of its proposed mass market natural gas choice program, no other party 

provided an alternative program.  (See, e.g., RGS Initial Brief at 9; see also AIC Ex. 35.0 Rev. at 

18:327-330 (noting unresolved issues but not requesting alternative structure); CUB Initial Brief 

at 2-3 (same); Staff Ex. 34.0 at 6:120-124 (suggesting delay, but not alternative structure).)  RGS 

further notes that other parties explicitly supported some or all of the elements discussed by RGS 

witness Mr. Crist.  (See, e.g., RGS Initial Brief at 11; see also AIC Ex. 35.0 Rev. 15:270-272 

(utility support), 17:321-325 (price-to-compare); CUB Initial Brief at 2 (benefits of properly 

designed competitive market); Staff Ex. 34.0 at 4:80-5:96 (price-to-compare).)  RGS posits that 
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the lack of dispute over structure (assuming the Commission orders Ameren to implement a mass 

market natural gas choice program) renders a workshop process particularly useful to add 

necessary detail around the well-supported framework.  (See, e.g., RGS Initial Brief at 8-9, 12-

13; RGS Reply Brief at 8-10.)

3. Workshops To Develop A Mass Market Gas Choice Program

RGS proposes a three-step approach to the development of the mass market gas choice 

program.  First, the Commission would order a collaborative workshop process to reach 

consensus (to the extent possible) on operational issues and tariff language for a mass market 

natural gas choice tariff consistent with RGS’s proposal.  (See, e.g., RGS Initial Brief at 8-9; 

RGS Reply Brief at 5.)  Second, RGS proposes that no later than 45 days after the end of the 

workshops, Ameren will propose tariffs supporting a mass market natural gas choice program to 

the Commission for approval.  (See id.)  Finally, RGS recommends that the Commission review 

the proposed tariffs using its normal procedures for approving tariffs.  (See id.)

RGS highlights the positions of other parties that support the workshop proposal.  For 

example, RGS notes that CUB “agrees with [RGS witness] Mr. Crist that ‘a properly designed 

choice program benefits all stakeholders.’”  (CUB Initial Brief at 2, quoted in RGS Reply Brief 

at 2.)  CUB has acknowledged that it does not oppose the development of a mass market gas 

choice program for Ameren’s customers and likewise does not oppose RGS’s proposed 

workshop process.  (See id. (“a workshop process would be beneficial to the parties to vet the 

many issues that require resolution….”); see also RGS Cross Exhibits 9 and 10, in which CUB 

confirming CUB’s positions.)  RGS also notes that the Illinois Attorney General has not 

expressed any opposition to or even commented upon RGS’s workshop proposal.  (See RGS 

Reply Brief at 2.)
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In response to Ameren’s position, RGS notes that throughout the course of this 

proceeding, Ameren repeatedly has expressed that it does not oppose implementation of a mass 

market natural gas choice program.  (See id. at 2-3, citing Ameren’s position at,, e.g., AIC Ex. 

35.0 Rev. at 18:327; AIC Ex. 52.0 at 8:157-159; Tr. 77:1-7, 557:12-19, 564:18-565:1.)  RGS 

establishes that Ameren also has recognized the Commission’s long-standing policy in favor of 

expanding customer choice in appropriate ways to benefit Illinois consumers.  (See, e.g., Tr. 

576:18-577:3, Tr. 580:11-582:16, 585:19-586:4.)  RGS notes that Ameren has also indicated that 

it is “not opposed to workshops per se.”  (Ameren Initial Brief at 190.)  

RGS also observes that the Commission Staff similarly has not categorically opposed the 

use of workshops as the first step toward implementation of a choice program.  (See RGS Reply 

Brief at 3-4, (citing Staff Initial Brief at 176-177).)  RGS notes that Staff’s position in its Initial 

Brief regarding mass market choice issues does not directly address RGS’s workshop proposal.  

(See RGS Reply Brief at 3.)  RGS points out that in its Initial Brief, Staff incorrectly refers to an 

RGS proposal for the Commission to “order [Ameren] to begin a small-volume transportation 

(‘SVT’) program . . . .”  (Staff Initial Brief at 176.)  RGS explains that it originally made the 

suggestion that a choice program could be implemented at the conclusion of the instant 

proceeding, that is not RGS’s current proposal.  RGS also observes that, at least in its Initial 

Brief, Staff never specifically references the workshop process proposed by RGS, although Staff 

does reference other instances where the Commission has implemented a workshop process to 

deal with both choice and non-choice issues.  (See RGS Reply Brief at 4.)  RGS characterizes 

Staffs current position as a “wait and see” approach, invoking the ORMD report under Section 

19-130 of the Act.  (See id.)  
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RGS concludes that although support for RGS’s workshop process apparently is not 

universal, neither Staff nor Ameren (nor any other party) has provided a reason why Ameren 

residential natural gas customers should continue to be the only energy customers among the 

four largest Illinois energy utilities to not have the option to choose an alternative supplier.  RGS 

agrees with ICEA’s summary: “the time is right to provide consumers gas choice in the Ameren 

Illinois service territory.”  (See ICEA Initial Brief (Revised) at 3.)  

RGS also established the justifications for and stakeholder support of the workshop 

process.  (See, e.g., RGS Initial Brief at 10-13, 15.)  RGS highlighted that the workshop model 

has been useful tool for the Commission in the development of choice programs, and that the 

workshop model is fully appropriate for creating mass market natural gas choice tariffs.  (See 

RGS Initial Brief at 6, 12-13; RGS Reply Brief at 8.)  Although Staff’s Initial Brief is silent on

RGS’s specific workshop proposal, RGS points out that Staff’s Initial Brief acknowledges the 

Commission’s use of a workshop process to address issues associated with Ameren’s large 

volume competitive natural gas program.  (See Staff Initial Brief at 152).  RGS highlights Dr. 

Rearden’s point that “You don't need any details to begin a workshop.”  (Tr. 610:1-2 (quoted in 

RGS Initial Brief at 15).)  

RGS also highlights the point that Ameren conceded virtually all of its concerns about 

program design would be alleviated by the workshop process.  (See, e.g., RGS Initial Brief at 10; 

RGS Cross Ex. 3 (Ameren Response to Data Request RGS 5.01); Tr. 567:13-570:12 (Ameren 

witness Ms. Seckler noting that addressing items in workshops would address Ameren’s 

concerns); RGS Initial Brief at 9-13, 15 (citing to, among other evidence, Ameren statements).)  

RGS notes that Ameren repeatedly and enthusiastically emphasized that if the Commission 
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orders workshops, Ameren will participate “wholeheartedly” (See, e.g., RGS Initial Brief at 10 

(quoting Ameren witness Mr. Nelson).)  RGS cites CUB’s agreement to participate:

[I]f the Commission were to agree with RGS that a choice program should be 
made a priority in Ameren’s territory, CUB would agree that a workshop process 
would be beneficial to the parties to vet the many issues that require resolution 
before a choice program is instituted.

(CUB Initial Brief at 2.)  RGS also cites ICEA agreement with the proposal for a collaborative 

workshop process as the best way to develop mass market natural gas choice tariffs.  (See ICEA 

Initial Brief (Revised) at 4-5.) RGS states that Workshops of limited (six month) duration would 

balance the dual worthy goals of full discussion of operational issues not covered in the present 

docket and all due haste in bringing mass market natural gas choice to Ameren.  (See RGS Initial 

Brief at 12-13; ICEA Initial Brief (Revised) at 4-5.)

B. The Section 19-130 Argument

RGS notes that Staff and Ameren suggested that the workshop process should be delayed 

due to the report that the Office of Retail Market Development (“ORMD”) must complete 

pursuant to Section 19-130 of the Public Utilities Act.  (See, e.g., 220 ILCS 5/19-130 (effective 

January 1, 2012); RGS Initial Brief at 16-17; RGS Reply Brief at 3.)  RGS opposes this 

recommendation.  (See RGS Initial Brief at 16-19; RGS Reply Brief at 4, 10-15.)  

RGS highlights that Section 19-130 requires ORMD to identify barriers to competition 

and propose solutions, a goal only achievable when there is a competitive program in place to 

evaluate.  (See RGS Initial Brief at 17-18; RGS Reply Brief at 10-15.)  RGS points out that 

neither Staff nor Ameren argue that the Commission is prevented from adopting RGS’s proposal 

by Section 19-130, but merely that the Commission should wait for the ORMD report before 

even deciding whether to allow residential natural gas competition in Ameren.  (See, e.g., RGS 

Initial Brief at 16; RGS Reply Brief at 10-11.)  RGS argues that it has presented sufficient record 
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evidence to support an order requiring Ameren to design a mass market natural gas choice 

program to allow residential customers access to choice; thus, because RGS has presented 

sufficient evidence and the ORMD report will be more effective with a functioning competitive 

market to evaluate, there is no reason for delay.  (See RGS Initial Brief at 16-19; RGS Reply 

Brief at 12-15.) 

RGS notes that the specific language of Section 19-130 of the Act requires the ORMD to 

review the retail natural gas market, identify barriers to competition, and propose solutions to the 

barriers (“ORMD Report”).  (See RGS Initial Brief at 16-17.)  RGS points out that the ORMD 

Report does not create any legal barriers to the Commission ordering development of a mass 

market natural gas choice program.  (See id. at 17.)  RGS also argues that it makes no sense to 

delay expansion of a mass market natural gas choice program while awaiting the ORMD Report, 

and that to do so would be akin to creating a “barrier” to the development of competition --

which is exactly contrary to what Section 19-130 seeks to have the ORMD identify and 

eliminate.  (See id. at 17-18; RGS Reply Brief at 12-15.)

RGS notes that Staff and Ameren both suggest that the Section 19-130 report will 

somehow resolve or address the issues to be addressed in workshops  (See, e.g., Staff Initial Brief 

at 176-77; Ameren Initial Brief at 190-191.)  RGS points out that witnesses for both Ameren and 

Staff candidly admitted that they had no idea what was going to occur with respect to the 

preparation of the ORMD report.  (See RGS Reply Brief at 11-12, citing testimony from Ameren 

witness Ms. Seckler and Staff witness Dr. Rearden, Tr. 574:19-22, Tr. 617:10-618:5.)  RGS also 

notes Dr. Rearden’s identification of a further fundamental problem with reliance on the ORMD 

Report process – the date by which the ORMD Report is due is unclear even to Staff, and may 

not occur until July 2013.  (See Tr. 615:21-616:21.)  RGS argues that Staff’s chronology means 
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that the ORMD Report is over 20 months away, and according to RGS that that completely 

undercuts Ameren’s suggestion that a workshop process to in this proceeding would be 

“premature and redundant.”  (Ameren Initial Brief at 192.)  

Finally, RGS argues that the suggestion from Staff that certain issues will or will not be 

covered in the ORMD Report should be given particularly little weight by the Commission 

because Staff made the decision to have Dr. Rearden testify regarding the ORMD Report even 

though a different Staff member, ORMD Director Torsten Clausen (who testified in this 

proceeding on other subject matter), will be primarily responsible for the ORMD Report.  (See

RGS Reply Brief at 13-14; see also Sept. 16, 2011 Staff Motion in Limine at 2-4.)  RGS 

emphasizes that Dr. Rearden was unable to identify with any specificity the timing, procedure, or 

substance of the ORMD Report.  (See Tr. 615:21-616:21, 617:10-618:5.)  RGS notes that Staff 

counsel reiterated that point in oral argument regarding Staff’s Motion in Limine.  (See Tr. 

972:21-973:9.)  RGS asserts that an adverse inference arises from Staff’s failure to call ORMD 

Director Clausen as a witness (and Staff’s unwillingness to allow him to be cross-examined) that 

his testimony would have undercut Staff’s position.  (See RGS Reply Brief at 13-14.)

In sum, RGS strongly disagrees with the suggestion that Section 19-130 should prevent a 

workshop process and states that any such suggestion is based on a clear misreading of the 

language and spirit of that statutory provision.  (See, e.g., id. at 4, 10-15.)  RGS believes that 

moving forward with the workshop process to develop and implement a choice program would 

be entirely consistent with the mandate in Section 19-130 that the ORMD report identify and 

eliminate “barriers” to the development of choice programs.  RGS emphasizes that Section 19-

130 of the Act should not be used to block advancement of choice -- that would be directly 
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contrary to the specific point of that statutory provision, which is to identify and eliminate

barriers to competition

COMMISSION ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

The Commission policy favoring competition in energy markets is clear, but it bears 

repeating: we favor giving all customers the choice to participate in a well-designed competitive 

market.  We have long recognized the benefits of allowing customers the choice of whether to 

seek competitive supply.  We have long recognized that the Public Utilities Act conveys a pro-

competitive view that this Commission has consistently advanced for many years.  We have not 

been presented with any reason why Ameren’s residential natural gas customers should be 

treated any differently.  Indeed, we can not discern any legitimate basis for such discriminatory 

treatment of those customers.  The question is not whether Ameren’s residential natural gas 

customers should have access to choice, but on what terms and how soon.  We answer these two 

questions below.  In short, based on the reasonable proposal before the Commission, this 

Commission’s pro-competitive policy, and the robust evidentiary record supporting the 

introduction of a mass market natural gas market in the Ameren territory, we believe that steps 

should be taken to implement a choice program immediately.

With regard to the first question -- the terms of a choice program -- only RGS presented a 

proposal for a mass market natural gas choice program, so this is necessarily our starting point.  

RGS’s proposal for a mass market natural gas choice program -- by its own terms -- is primarily 

a framework for designing a tariff.  Although there is not enough detail to pass a tariff based on 

RGS’s proposal, a collaborative workshop process as proposed by RGS is fully appropriate for 

the stakeholders to work out tariff language and operational details.  The Commission has used a 
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workshop process in numerous other instances involving both choice issues as well as many 

other, even more complex issues.  A workshop process provides flexibility and open access to all 

stakeholders to work out development and operational details for a choice program, to consult 

other examples of choice programs, and to debate and formulate a workable process to 

implement mass market choice for Ameren customers.  In this instance, we see no reason that a 

workshop process would not work, and we note and appreciate the support for a workshop 

process provided not only by RGS, but also by ICEA and CUB, as well as the clear agreement 

from Ameren to participate in good faith in a workshop process, if so directed.  The Commission 

invites open stakeholder input, with the structure of this Commission Order providing direction 

and deadlines to maximize efficiency and improve the chances for optimal results.

Accordingly, Ameren is directed to initiate a workshop process regarding a mass market 

choice program.  The parties shall come prepared to discuss development of a mass market 

natural gas choice program within the parameters proposed by RGS witness Mr. Crist.  The 

workshop process is open to all interested stakeholders and should include participation by the 

Commission Staff.  The workshops must have the goal of developing consensus, but as we 

describe in more detail below, the workshops shall conclude with Ameren proposing tariffs to 

the Commission for a mass market natural gas choice program within 45 days of the conclusion 

of the workshop regardless of whether consensus is developed.  We will then consider the 

proposed tariffs.

With regard to the second question -- timing -- the Commission adopts RGS’s 

recommendation, joined by ICEA, of a workshop of six months in duration to start within one 

month of this Order. This will give all parties a sufficient opportunity to identify and debate any

operational gaps in RGS’s proposal, and (as CUB points out) address consumer protections 
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within the framework.  The balance we seek to strike is between the need for stakeholders to 

have a full opportunity to identify potential issues and reach consensus (to the extent possible) 

and the need to avoid wasting either the Commission’s or the stakeholders’ time or other 

resources or needlessly delay the implementation of mass market natural gas choice program.  

These timeframes -- coupled with a 45 day window for Ameren to draft a tariff for Commission 

approval after the workshops -- achieves the best balance between these goals.  Thus, we direct 

Ameren to convene a workshop process within one month of this order, and we further direct

representatives from Staff, RGS to participate, and we direct Ameren to open the workshops to 

all interested stakeholders.

The Commission is compelled to specifically address one of the arguments raised by 

Staff and Ameren, namely that the report that ORMD is to draft pursuant to Section 19-130 of 

the Act should be a prerequisite for development of a mass market natural gas choice program.  

The language of Section 19-130 is plainly pro-competitive – it does not call for an inquiry into 

whether there should be competitive markets in Illinois.  Rather, it presumes that there should be 

competitive markets, and it mandates that the ORMD specifically identify barriers to the 

development of those competitive markets and propose solutions to eliminate those barriers.  

Thus, it would be contrary to both the letter and the spirit of Section 19-130 of the Act to use that 

section as a reason not to advance competition in Illinois, and we decline to read the section in 

that manner.  Stated differently, the ORMD report is designed to identify and remove barriers to 

competition -- simply stated, if the barrier for Ameren’s residential natural gas customers is that 

there is no existing competitive program, all other barriers are secondary.  In our view, initiation 

of a workshop process to develop and implement a mass market natural gas choice program is 
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entirely consistent with Section 19-130, and in no way conflicts with its intent or impinges upon 

the ORMD report process that it envisions. 


